DEFINING WEALTH TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY
The idea and concept of wealth transfer is not a new one but the language expression is new in
a sense. The language expression of wealth transfer communicates to a generation that must
step into divine purpose of reversing a trend is gradually becoming obsolete. When the
proverbial unjust steward subverted the goods of his master and built a wicked system that
sustained his greed and displaced the government of his master. A trend was built in the earth
that defined economics in a management philosophy that maximizes the utility of Gods
resources for the benefit of self. The root of this system was based on injustice and for that
season, it seemed right and prosperous. This is the undoing of the current world system as
grinds down slowly into a monumental crisis that is irreversible. A godly generation of saints are
drawing down from eternity heavenly technology that will displace the now obsolete trend of
wickedness and evolve a new epicenter of righteousness in the earth.
A technology defines a method or process that is guaranteed to be predictable and stable. It is a
pattern that originates with God and not man. Wealth transfer is a shift of resources from the
hands of the usurper back into the hands of the owner.
Wealth Transfer Technology comes to describe the divine patterns through which the sons of
light will ultimately take full custody of the resources of the Lord. While it is predicated on the
wealth of the wicked being laid up for the righteous, it clarifies the righteous standards that
must draw the attention of heaven in guaranteeing the will of the Father.
The focus of wealth transfer is the Lord who created all things for his pleasure.Defining wealth
transfer technology therefore takes our focus back on the Lord in reviewing our covenant.
While economy is purely management, wealth transfer insists that we take the position of
stewardship for the Lord.
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